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INTRODUCTION
The City of Williams Lake has developed its overall strategy for water demand management, meeting water
quality expectations and the Water Utility’s financial sustainability. Concerns regarding the limited supply
of the Williams Lake Aquifer have heightened the need to review and reaffirm how long-term demands will
be met. Questions surrounding demand management in Williams Lake include:
•
•
•
•
•

Guiding Principles for the Water Management Strategy
Ensure enough water is provided to meet community needs
Provide safe drinking water and comply with current BC drinking water legislation

How can groundwater supply management be optimized to meet demands, and what other realistic
options are there to provide potable water to the community?
What is the business case for viable water conservation methods that can reduce water demands?
Is supplying non-potable water or recycled water to major industrial water customers a viable
approach and is it a cost-effective way to balance demands with supply?
What investments in treatment are expected for the City’s water supply?
How do we plan for the financial obligations when considering community stakeholders and the
potential for senior government grants?

These questions and others create the foundation for this Water Management Strategy. This Strategy
outlines capital investments (related to replacing infrastructure, serving new development and improving
service levels), operations and maintenance considerations and financial implications associated with the
City of Williams Lake Water Utility. This information will help inform the City’s priorities, investments and
policies to provide sustainable water service.
The objectives of the Strategy are to project water demands for the City for the next 20 years, identify
existing and future water system deficiencies, assess water conservation options, develop prioritized
upgrade recommendations that include water treatment and potentially non-potable and recycled water
supply for industrial customers, and provide a financial strategy and implementation plan.

Take a long-term, big picture approach to planning
Ensure short-term improvements support long-term plan
Promote water conservation
Be strategic in financing water system improvements over time

Hydrogeotechnical work completed by Piteau and Associates Ltd. (Piteau)
•

Studies and analysis of Williams Lake Aquifer were done to assess and map the underlying geology,
determine the sustainable yield, identify future well locations, identify risks to the aquifer and to create
a well protection program. These reports go back about three decades with the most recent work
completed in 2018.

•

The estimated sustainable yield of the aquifer, as determined by Piteau, is 152 L/s. Piteau notes that
this yield can be surpassed during high demand periods if the overall annual water extraction from the
aquifer does not surpass an average rate of 152 L/s.

•

Four test wells were drilled in 2010. Two of the wells can provide water (TW-2 and 3). One was
drilled on the south shore of Williams Lake, south-east of Scout Island. The other was drilled in the
Williams Lake River valley. The other two wells were dry.

•

Some of the City’s wells may be near the end of their useful life while others may warrant revitalization
efforts to ensure they are acceptable long-term water producers.

APPROACH
A staged approach was adopted to allow for City input and direction at key steps. Making decisions in a
clear order allowed for input at strategic points rather than overwhelming the decision-making process at
the end of all analysis. This approach also provided an organized way to categorize key issues.

Water distribution system modeling completed by Associated Engineering Ltd.
SUPPO RTING A NA LYSI S
Analysis of the water system has occurred in addition to work undertaken to develop the Strategy. The
following summarizes key information from that work.

•

Water modeling and system analysis was conducted, as summarized in the report Water System
Model Development and Analysis, issued in 2016. The report outlines distribution upgrades to meet
current and future needs. Almost all that study’s recommendations relate to improving areas of high
and low pressures in the system, as well as increasing fire flow storage volumes and flow rates.
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WATER DEMAND ANALYSIS
PROJECTED GROWTH AND WATER DEMAND
A first step in developing the Strategy involved review of current water demands and projecting future
demands. Water meter data from the main production wells was analyzed for 2014, 2015 and 2016.
Meter data from 2017 was excluded because it was felt that the information was not reflective of normal
use due to the evacuation in 2017 from wildfires.
CU RRE NT WATE R D EMA N D A N A LYSI S
The analysis highlighted that the aquifer capacity is surpassed in the summer. It also highlights that the major
industrial water customers attribute less to the high summer peaks than the combined rest of the water utility
customers. This is represented in the figure below by the narrowing of the gap in 2015 and 2016 between
a dashed line and the top of the shaded area of the similar colour.
Of the major industrial users, Atlantic Power Corp. is the largest user, however, they typically operate during
the non-peak summer months. There could be a significant increase in the maximum demands if Atlantic
Power Corp. increased their summer time water use. However, from conversation with Atlantic Power
Corp., it has been assumed that their water demand patterns will remain relatively consistent with demand
patterns experienced in 2015 and 2016.

WAT ER DEMA ND FOR E CAST
Community growth estimates were taken from the City’s 2018 Development Cost Charge Bylaw. Water use
patterns were based on the recorded well meter data. The following values resulted and were used as the
community’s water demand estimates without additional conservation measures in place.

EXC L UD ING MA JOR I NDUSTRI AL WATER USERS
Current ADD = 78 L/s
Current MMD = 174 L/s
Current MDD = 223 L/s

Predicted 2037 ADD = 98 L/s (but round to 100 L/s)
Predicted 2037 MMD = 205 L/s
Predicted 2037 MDD = 258 L/s (rounded to 260 L/s)

UD ING
I NDUSTRI
WATER
USERS
INCINC
L UDL ING
MAMA
JORJOR
I NDUSTRI
AL AL
WATER
USERS
Current ADD = 115 L/s
Current MMD = 185 L/s
Current MDD = 231 L/s

Predicted 2037 ADD = 135 L/s
Predicted 2037 MMD = 215 L/s
Predicted 2037 MDD = 266 L/s (rounded to 265 L/s)

ADD = Average Day Demand = Total annual water use represented as an average use per day
MMD = Maximum Month Demand = Total use during the highest demand calendar month
MDD = Maximum Day Demand = The demand on the highest water use day of the year

HIGH WAT ER USE P ER IODS

AVERAGE WATER USE

Water supply infrastructure in the City is sized
based on meeting maximum day demands.

The Williams Lake average annual water use is
640 L/day/person, excluding major industrial
water users.

By reducing those summer demands it reduces the
seasonal drawdown rate of the aquifer. It also
reduces needed well capacity and the size of
water treatment infrastructure.

The major industrial water users include: Atlantic
Power (average of 2,500 m3/day), West Fraser
and Tolko Industries operations (average of 600
m3/day)

ANNUAL WAT ER CONS UMPTI ON

Major water users consume more water than other
individual service connections, but those smaller
user demands add up to greater overall water
consumption.
A LL W ILLIA MS L AKE WATE R US ERS
ALL MA JO R IND USTRIAL WATE R US ERS

LUMBE R IND USTRY WATE R US ES

WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
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WATER CONSERVATION MEASURES BUSINESS CASE
A business case approach was adopted to help select water conservation measures that balances
reducing potable water use with being practical and making financial sense.

C O NSERVAT ION TA R GE TS
Installing water meters on all service connections and then adopting volumetric water rates for all
customers is expected to have the greatest water conservation impact while also providing a good return
on investment. Major industrial water users and some commercial services are already metered and pay
based on their water use. Implementing universal metering will require installation of approximately 1,250
units on commercial services and 2,625 for residential buildings.

Approach to Implementing Water Conservation

The conservation analysis predicts that reasonable and practical investments in water conservation (the first
9 items on the list to the left) could result in approximate reductions of:

The City is working in partnership with the Cariboo Chilcotin Conservation Society to promote water
conservation in the community. Some success has been achieved over the years, but the City acknowledges
that more must be done to ensure the water supply capacity of the Williams Lake Aquifer is not surpassed.

Select measures that make sense
Engage community-wide participation
Ensure high profile and visibility
Build on successful steps
Quantify the effectiveness of the water conservation program on an on-going basis
Ensure water conservation measures make efficient use of resources
Size future infrastructure (such as water treatment plant) based on the reduced
water demands, thus reducing capital and ongoing operation/maintenance costs

CON SE RVATIO N S T R AT EGY

•
•
•

Average Day Demand by 20%
Maximum Month Demand by 25%
Maximum Day Demand by 30%

Those reductions relate to the water used by all customers in the community, including City water use, but
excluding the major industrial water customers. Those industrial customers have noted they could expect to
realize minimal conservation results in coming years based on their industrial processes and the previous
implementation of conservation measures.
The predicted water demand in 2038, with conservation, are as follows:
E XC L UD I NG MA J OR

IN CLU DIN G MA J OR

IND UST R IAL WAT ER USERS

I NDUSTRI AL WATER USERS

Predicted 2037 ADD = 80 L/s
Predicted 2037 MDD = 182 L/s

Predicted 2037 ADD = 115 L/s
Predicted 2037 MDD = 187 L/s

A comprehensive approach that incorporates several actions is proposed to maximize the effectiveness of
the program for water conservation in Williams Lake. The following activities are recommended, listed in
order of priority based on expected “bang-for-the-buck” and effectiveness of reducing water demands:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Continue summer water restrictions program
Install universal water metering
Implement volumetric water rates for all customers
Review water meter data to help identify high water users and potential leaks
Continue with the City’s current acoustic leak detection program
Undertake review of City water use and high water use facilities
Inventory of once-through cooling units to determine their water use and consider if banning the units
are appropriate
8. Offer water saving kits and low flow plumbing fixture rebate program
9. Enhance water conservation education to support implementation
10. Consider water reuse options (As noted further in this Strategy document, implementing water reuse
options on a City-scale or for major industrial water customers is not practical unless extremem
measures must be taken to meet future water demands.)

The future Average Day Demands are predicted to be less than the recharge rate of the Williams Lake
Aquifer for well over 20 more years. The higher summer period demands are above the recharge rate, but
Piteau has indicated that those higher demand periods can be handled with no lasting impacts as long as
the overall annual water extraction from the aquifer does not surpass an average rate of 152 L/s. Therefore
it is still important to still reduce those higher flows.
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WATER SUPPLY RELIABILITY

The following is proposed to improve the reliability of the water supply:
•

CURRENT WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT
Engineering analysis indicates that the Williams Lake Aquifer can be the City’s drinking water source into
the foreseeable future. That conclusion is based on the following assumptions:
•
•
•

Expected 20 year growth patterns with no major new demands on the water system, such as another
major industrial water consumer
Appropriate water conservation and supply management
Proper protection and management of the aquifer including protecting the aquifer from contamination

•
•

Construct new well with capacity of at least 78 L/s to meet maximum day demands with the largest
pump of service and as part of replacing aging infrastructure. Note 78 L/s is just above the trigger
for a BC Environmental Assessment Act review. If further conservation can be achieved that trigger
may be avoided. Piteau is currently working with the City to manage the groundwater extraction and
licensing process.
Conduct condition assessments of all wells to determine their remaining life, since most of the wells
are beyond typical life expectancies
Renew watermains around Scout Island as they are key to getting the water from the wells to customers
U N D E R STA N D I N G T H E W I L L I A M S L A K E AQ U I F E R

SUPPLY INF R AS TR U C T U R E

•

The City draws water from four deep wells. Three wells are located on Scout Island and one is along the
bank of the lake at the east end of Duncan Road.

•

Currently, if the largest production well goes off-line, there is the risk the City could not supply enough water
to meet the maximum demand day. There is limited condition information for the existing production wells,
but they are relatively old and some may consider them past their useful life. However they do continue to
operate effectively for the City.
The City has been successful
in maintaining the life and
capacity of their production
wells. However, it is typical that
well capacities reduce over
time. Records indicate that,
even with the City’s proactive
well maintenance program, on
average the combined capacity
of the wells reduce by about 3
L/s per year.
The graph below shows how growing water demand relates to the City’s reducing well capacity. The City
can meet the community’s demand, but it is a reasonable best practice to ensure that demand can be met
with the largest supply well out of service.

•

•

•

•

The aquifer total volume has declined since monitoring began in 1971 but has stabilized in more
recent years due to changes in aquifer management by the City.
The estimated recharge rate of the aquifer is 152 L/s. The City is the main draw on the aquifer, with
some other smaller demands also occurring (e.g. the golf course).
Localized aquifer consolidation may occur if the water table is drawn too low around Scout
Island. It is recommended the City consider other locations than Scout Island when increasing
well capacity. Replacing old wells can be accommodated on Scout Island if pumping rates are
managed to limit drawing the water table too low.
The aquifer is at a moderate level of risk from land use contamination, specifically from the
industrial area on the west end of the lake. Groundwater monitoring is part of the City’s source
water protection plan.
About 2/3 of the aquifer recharge comes from the lake. Due to the semi-confined nature of
the aquifer, the infiltrating lake water is being partially treated through adsorption and filtration
as it passes through the various geological layers. The quality of the lake’s water does have an
influence on the quality of the groundwater.
It is recommended that the City continue to participate in watershed management with a specific
focus on protecting the water quality of the lake and the aquifer.

The graph below compares seasonal water demands to aquifer water level. Periods of high demand result
in lowering the water table followed by recovery during lower demand seasons. The City can draw water
at sustainable rates if the aquifer is not over pumped and is given the opportunity to recover.

WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
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WATER REUSE AND NON-POTABLE WATER SUPPLY
The City identified a desire to review water reuse options and supplying non-potable water as ways to
shift major industrial water customers from the drinking water supply. The logic is that shifting those water
users away from the City’s drinking water could reduce treatment costs and possibly reduce the demand
on the Williams Lake Aquifer.
Effluent reuse is regulated by the BC Ministry of Environment under the Municipal Wastewater Regulation.
The concept of using effluent for beneficial purposes, rather than disposal to ground or a surface water, is
not new in BC.

The cost of reuse options and non-potable supplies were considered in the analysis, but capital and
ongoing costs make then less practical than the continued practice of leveraging the existing infrastructure
and providing City potable water. This statement holds true even with an increased cost associated with
enhanced potable water treatment. However, some water reuse and alternative water supply options are
compared in more detail in this Strategy to help understand the viability of these options.
This figure outlines a conceptual layout for
providing treated effluent to major industrial
water users to the north. There are high costs
for the system and work would be needed to
determine a suitable route from the river valley
up to the customers.

Reuses of effluent from the City’s wastewater treatment that were considered include:
•
•
•

Agriculture
Urban
Recreational

•
•
•

Construction
Industrial
Aquifer Recharge

Reuse can be beneficial by reducing the
amount of treated effluent that is released to the
environment and the volume of groundwater
withdrawn from the aquifer. However, new
infrastructure would be required to treat and
distribute effluent for reuse, resulting in more
capital and operating costs. Also, reuse of
treated effluent requires buy-in from customers.
For example, major industrial water users have
noted that clean water is an important part of
some of their processes, to the point that most
of the industrial water use involves treating the
City’s water to an even higher quality to ensure
their equipment works properly. Receiving
water of poorer quality (either reuse water or
non-potable supply) could increase their water
treatment efforts.
The supply of non-potable water, such as
surface water from the lake, would also require
construction and operation of a separate
pumping and distribution system. Treatment
of that water would also need to be borne by
the City or the end user, which can make those
options economically unviable.

This figure outlines a conceptual layout for
using treated effluent to help recharge the
aquifer. Treatment processes, long pipeline
and potential changes to aquifer chemistry
are all risks with this option.
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REVIEW OF WATER TREATMENT OPTIONS
The cost to treat water to current Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality is considered within
the Strategy. Comparing options without considering treatment would not be prudent because treatment
changes will likely be mandated by senior government.
A review of water sources at Scout Island was conducted to choose appropriate treatment objectives and
techniques. This included an assessment of the groundwater and lake water, since the lake could be a
possible alternative source. This process involved reviewing:
•
•
•

Water quality information for the City’s existing wells and the lake
Current legislation related to water supply and treatment, with consideration for current Interior Health
Authority expectations and possible legislation changes
Potential water treatment processes to meet or exceed those standards

The outcomes of the review are intended to inform decision-makers about potential approaches to treating
each type of water and their potential cost implications.
G R O U N D WAT E R AS S O U R C E
The City routinely monitors groundwater quality. Records indicate there are parameters to address when
designing a new treatment plant. Manganese concentration is of concern related to both aesthetic effects
and the proposed health Guideline. Iron and arsenic concentrations are below the Guidelines but these
components would also be removed by an oxidation and filtration process for the removal of manganese.
The City retained Piteau to conduct a Groundwater at Risk of Pathogens (GARP) assessment. This assisted
in verifying the appropriate level of treatment and disinfection. A GARP assessment also aligned with
requests from Interior Health Authority. The assessment concluded that the groundwater is at low risk of
being GARP and at low risk for biological and viral contamination from surface water. Continued use
of chlorine as the primary disinfectant is appropriate and additional treatment, such as filtration and/or
UV disinfection, is not likely required. However, final treatment requirements will require consultation with
Interior Health Authority once additional water quality tests are available.

The GARP assessment is
used to determine the
likelihood of pathogens
being present in
the groundwater
considering water
quality results,
well location, well
construction, aquifer
type and aquifer setting.

Best Case Groundwater Treatment Requirements
• One new well is required to provide system reliability. A new well on
Scout Island is assumed to have similar water quality to the existing
wells.
• Chlorination, filtration for manganese, and 4-log viral CT is required.
Possible Additional Treatment Requirements
• The treatment process selection should assess how to remove
ammonia and organics as part of the manganese removal process,
potentially through breakpoint chlorination or biological filtration.
Depending on these processes, granular activated carbon may also
be required for the reduction of disinfection by-products. Chemical
adjustment may also be beneficial for corrosion control.

S U R FAC E WAT E R AS S O U R C E
The City used to draw water from the lake in the 1950’s, from the present-day location of Well #5 at the
south end of Duncan Road. The supply was switched to groundwater due to lake water quality concerns
relating to high phosphorus, nutrients, and organics that resulted in taste and odour complaints. The City
still has water licenses for storage and withdrawal from the lake.
The lake water has less hardness and lower manganese levels than the City’s wells; however, the present
nutrient rich nature of the lake would cause other water treatment challenges. Dissolved organics within
the lake would colour the water and could, on chlorination, combine to form various chlorinated organics
(disinfection by-products) that can be a health hazard. Also, high concentrations of algae associated with
the high nutrient conditions would cause clogging of filters and may impart a taste or odour to water. Some
algae also produce cyanotoxins which are a health concern. It is also possible to draw water from another
nearby lake or the Fraser River. However, the distribution system improvements required to pipe the water
into the City is cost prohibitive compared to treating the lake water.
O N G O I N G WAT E R S A M P L I N G
Expanding the groundwater monitoring program to test for ammonia, total organic carbon and dissolved
organic carbon will help define optimum chlorine doses and contact time and how to minimize disinfection
by-products. Distribution system sampling for residual chlorine levels, disinfection by-products and levels
of lead and copper are also recommended. The MPA testing completed by Piteau should be undertaken
again in the spring/freshet to reconfirm the results of the GARP assessment.
Seasonal lake water quality will inform treatment needs for that source. Having surface water quality
monitoring in the sampling program is beneficial since a groundwater treatment plant could be designed
to expand to treat surface water in the future. It is worth considering the lake as an additional source at a
longer-term timescale (i.e. >20 years), because eventually with continued City growth, the capacity of the
aquifer could be surpassed.
Monitoring lake water quality is also valuable since approximately 2/3 of the aquifer’s recharge is from
the lake. It is useful to know how changes in the watershed impact groundwater quality.

•
•

•

S U R FAC E WAT E R
G E N E R A L O B S E R VAT I O N S
Would require a higher level of treatment than
groundwater.
Elevated phosphorous levels may lead to
seasonal water quality issues associated with
algal blooms that can clog filters or produce
health concerns.
Historic measurements indicate that turbidity is
likely greater than 1 NTU, which results in the
need for filtration as part of a treatment system.

•

ASS U M E D T R E AT M E N T
Direct filtration treatment process (coagulationflocculation followed by filtration), chlorination,
and granular activated carbon filtration for
reduction of disinfection by-products and
cyanotoxins.

WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
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REVIEW OF POTABLE WATER SUPPLY AND TREATMENT OPTIONS
Solutions are needed to address the following major criteria:
1.
2.
3.

Provide additional (and sustainable) capacity for future growth
Improve water supply reliability to meet maximum day demand with largest well down
Address water quality treatment requirements for manganese

The table was completed by comparing scenarios, where a positive number reflects an advantage
compared to Base Scenario, and a negative number is worse than the other option. All scenarios are
compared against the Base Scenario to provide a consistent benchmark.
Based on the comparison matrix, the Base Scenario is the best long-term option.

Nine scenarios were brought forward to the option review stage to provide a wide array of source
water solutions for consideration by the City. The following table summarizes the scenarios and the key
considerations of each scenario. The following three pages provide summaries of the nine options that
were included in this analysis.
Note that the cost of water assumes no grant funding, therefore if grant funding can be obtained then
the cost would be reduced. These costs do not include the cost of water metering or other conservation
measures but do assume that the water conservation targets outlined in this Strategy are achieved.

Water supply and treatment capital costs are dependent on many criteria including:
•
•
•
•

Complexity of system and site conditions
Environmental approval requirements
Land availability and access
Constructability costs

Capital costs are also just one aspect of decision-making. Other aspects that warrant consideration include
operation and maintenance costs, risk of not providing safe drinking water, potential for environmental
impacts, reliability, and other considerations. The adjacent table presents an option comparison matrix to
aid in the selection of the preferred option.

The Base Scenario is the best long-term option based on the comparison matrix and current assumptions
regarding aquifer capacity and community water demand. For example, a change in operations and/or
number of major water users could justify adding an additional water source or implementing a reclaimed
water system.
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Sc ena r io #1: B a s e Sc e n ari o = Be st L o n g t er m O p t io n

S c en a r i o # 2 : N ew P ro d uc ti o n Wel l a t Test Wel l
# 2 w i th S a tel l i te Wa ter T r ea tm en t P l a n t

S cen ario # 3 : New Produc tion Well at Test Well # 2
an d Watermain to S cout Islan d

Estimate d Capit al Co s t: $ 18 .4 m i l l i o n

Esti m a te d Ca p i ta l Cost: $ 10 . 3 m i l l i on

Esti mated Capi tal Co st: $4. 6 mi l l i o n

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

100% of water will be supplied at, or near, Scout Island. PW-6
will be constructed on Scout Island or near PW-5 with a well
production capacity of at least 78 L/s. It is assumed that no other
wells will require replacement due to age, but this will be confirmed
as part of the City’s ongoing well management.
A new, dedicated raw water forcemain from PW-5 to the water
treatment plant will be constructed and a new potable water main
and services along Duncan Road will be constructed. This will also
reduce risk of having an aging supply main on Duncan Road.
One central water treatment plant will be constructed on, or near,
Scout Island.
The facility will include chlorination and filtration for manganese
removal. Filtration system selection should consider the presence
of ammonia and organics, and how to minimize the formation
of disinfection by-products. UV disinfection is not required as the
hydrogeological assessment indicates that the water is not at risk of
containing pathogens.
The existing sodium hypochlorite generation systems will be
incorporated into the new treatment plant.
A chlorine contact chamber, wet well and high lift pumps will be
installed.
A process residuals neutralization tank, instrumentation and outlet
will be part of the treatment process to handle backwash water.
Existing productions wells will be retrofitted with low-lift pumps.

•
•
•
•

•

•

The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required, except for that option’s proposed
well. The cost of the Base Scenario must be added, excluding that
well.
PW-6 will be constructed at the TW-2 location with a well
production capacity of at least 78 L/s.
A new private and gated rail crossing would be installed to access
the well.
A new raw watermain would be constructed to a satellite water
treatment plant, which would include a rail crossing.
It is assumed that the water quality at TW-2 will remain consistent
with the test well samples and that of Scout Island, therefore the
water treatment plant will use the same processes as the main plant
on Scout Island.
The necessary land to construct a satellite water treatment plant will
be acquired. (Note, land costs are not included in the estimate.)
The actual site of that treatment plant has not been identified and
the location shown in the above image is only to help communicate
a concept.
Construct a new potable water main from the water treatment plant
to the South Lakeshore Drive watermain. Pricing to replace an
existing main with new service connections was included.

•
•
•

•
•

This is a simplified version of Scenario #2
The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required, except for that option’s proposed well.
The cost of the Base Scenario must be added, excluding that well.
PW-6 is still constructed at the TW-2 site with a minimum capacity
of 78 L/s.
A new private and gated rail crossing would be installed to access
the well.
A new raw water watermain would parallel South Lakeshore Drive
and then extend north, parallel to the existing 450 mm trunkmain
where it would cross to a central water treatment plant on Scout
Island.
Two rail crossings and one watermain crossing are required.
The portion running the length of South Lakeshore Drive is assumed
to be installed in the road right-of-way and that one half of the road
would be renewed along that length.

WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
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S ce na rio #4: New Pro d u c t i on We l l N e a r Te s t We l l
# 3 with Sat ellit e Wate r T r e a t me nt P l a nt

S c en a r i o # 5 : P rov i d e A d d i ti o n a l S up p l y v i a
S ur f a c e Wa ter f ro m Wi l l i a m s L a ke

S cen ario # 6 : Prov ide A ddition al
Fraser R iver or Nearby Lakes

Est imat ed Capi tal Cost: $ 9.2 millio n

Esti m a te d Ca p i ta l Cost: $ 17. 7 m i l l i on

Esti mated Capi tal Co st: At l east $43.1 mi l l i o n

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

•

•

The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required, except for that option’s proposed
well. The cost of the Base Scenario must be added, excluding that
well.
A surface water supply would replace the need to construct PW-6.
The cost estimate is for a separate water treatment plant that would
provide approximately 80 L/s of treated surface water to be
comparable to that of a replacement production well.
A surface water intake and intake building with raw water pumps
would be constructed on the south side of Scout Island.
A surface water treatment plant would be constructed adjacent to
the groundwater treatment plant.
It was assumed that treatment would consist of coagulation,
flocculation, filtration followed by granular activated carbon and
chlorine disinfection; however, a water quality assessment and
treatment plant piloting would be required for confirmation.

•

It is assumed that the surface water treatment plant is separate from
the groundwater treatment plant.

•

•
•
•

•

•

The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required, except for that option’s proposed well.
The cost of the Base Scenario must be added, excluding that well.
PW-6 will be constructed at the TW-3 location with a well production
capacity of at least 78 L/s.
A short length of raw watermain would be constructed to a satellite
water treatment plant.
It is assumed that the water quality that was sampled at TW-3 is not
representative (it was high in turbidity) and a well-developed well
would more closely resemble water quality at Scout Island, therefore,
the satellite water treatment plant is assumed to use the same
processes as the main plant on Scout Island, but on a smaller scale.
The necessary land for constructing a satellite water treatment plant
would need to be identified and acquired. (Note, land costs are not
included in the estimate.)
Tie-in the water treatment plant to the distribution network along
McKenzie Avenue South.

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

S upply

v ia

The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required, except for that option’s proposed well.
The cost of the Base Scenario must be added, excluding that well.
For the river supply option, a surface water intake would be
constructed a safe distance upstream of the sewage treatment plant
effluent outfall. Raw water would be pumped in a pipe that would
parallel Soda Creek Road to a centralized surface water treatment
plant located on the west side of the City. An electrical transmission
line and improved access would be constructed cross country from
Soda Creek Road. The land along the Fraser River is part of the
Williams Lake Indian Band Reserve and a land use agreement would
be required. The cost of land for the intake or the water treatment
plant is not part of the cost estimate.
Providing water from a nearby lake would require similar
infrastructure, but for a longer pipeline length. Topography dictates
that all lake options would require pumping systems.
It was assumed that treatment would consist of coagulation,
flocculation, sedimentation, filtration followed by and chlorine
disinfection. Disinfection by-product formation is not known, and
granular activated carbon might be required, increasing the cost.
A water quality assessment and treatment plant piloting would be
required to confirm treatment needs.
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S ce na rio #7: Ef f luent R e u s e Wa t e r t o M a j or
I nd us trial Users

S c en a r i o # 8 : N o n - Po ta b l e Wa ter f ro m Test Wel l
# 3 to the M a j o r In d ustr i a l U ser s

S cen ario # 9 : Major In dustrial Water Customers
to R e - Use Water

Est imat ed Capi tal Cost: $ 18 .6 millio n

Esti m a te d Ca p i ta l Cost: $ 15. 5 m i l l i on

Esti mated Capi tal Co st: $2.9 mi l l i o n

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

Key Considerations and Assumptions:

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required. The cost of the Base Scenario must
be added.
By removing the major industrial users from the potable water
system, it was assumed that approximately 36 L/s could be saved.
The effluent volume and quality from the sewage treatment plant is
assumed to remain constant.
The indirect potable water quality criteria from the Municipal
Wastewater Regulation was assumed to be sufficient to meet the
users’ requirements; however, this would need to be confirmed
with them.
A side-stream treatment process would be required to improve
effluent quality.
A separate distribution system would be needed, and it is assumed
a non-potable water reservoir would be needed to help balance
pressure and balances flows with changing demands.
Constructing a reliable pipe up the steep slope from the
wastewater treatment plant requires additional routing design and
slope stability review. This pipe routing issues present a risk to this
scenario.

•
•

•

The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required. The cost of the Base Scenario must
be added.
By removing the major industrial users from the potable water
system, it was assumed that approximately 36 L/s could be saved.
The opportunity to provide non-potable water for irrigation use
along the route to the major industrial users could help to further
reduce potable water demand. The cost for that expansion of
service to other properties is not included to help identify the least
cost version of this option for the comparison.
A key assumption for this option is that treatment of the non-potable
water will not be required by the City. Should treatment be required
the noted cost estimate will increase.

•

•

•

•
•

The central treatment plant and infrastructure associated with the
Base Scenario is still required. The cost of the Base Scenario must
be added.
It was assumed that some of the wastewater from Atlantic Power
Corp. could be used for non-potable water processes at the mills;
however, this would need to be verified.
It is estimated potable water demand could be reduced by 4 L/s,
which is the estimated average non-potable water demand of mill
operations in that area.
A holding tank would divert heated, process water from Atlantic
Power Corp. and a pressure system would provide that water to
the mills.
The location of the service connections would need to be verified.
Costs on private properties to separate non-potable process water
systems from the potable water plumbing would be required. That
cost, and the acceptance by the industrial water users, would also
need to be considered if this scenario is considered further.

WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

FINANCIAL PLAN
Analysis has outlined investments to extend the viability of using the Williams Lake Aquifer as the community’s
water source and to improve drinking water quality. There are significant capital and ongoing operations
and maintenance costs that must be funded to provide these system improvements. At the same time, there
are also investments required to replace aging infrastructure and to help support community growth.

C H A N G E S T O O P E R AT I O N S A N D M A I N T E N A N C E C O S T S
The analysis includes the following significant changes to the Utility’s operating costs:
•
•

•
10 Y E A R C A P I TA L P L A N
A Capital Plan was created to support the following recommendations of the Strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete the universal metering program (assume a grant will support this investment)
Improve water supply reliability by constructing a replacement for Well #3
Design and construct new water treatment plant (assume a grant will be secured)
Renew critical potable water trunkmains from Well #5 and from Scout Island to the distribution
network
Projects outlined in the recent Development Cost Charge Bylaw were also included
Projects identified in the 2016 Water System Model Development and Analysis report prepared by
Associated Engineering Ltd. were also included
Starting in 2027 an annual allowance for replacing aging asbestos cement watermains is introduced.
That allowance should be reviewed as the results of water leak testing and unaccounted for water
audits are conducted. It is also likely that this allowance will increase over time should aging
infrastructure show increased replacement needs.

•

An allowance of $100,000/year has been assumed for operating the universal water metering
system. This amount may vary depending on the final system implemented.
The water meter cost estimate assumes that only service connections that do not have meters will be
fitted with a new unit. There may be operations costs associated with merging the existing meters and
how they are read with the new meters.
Some proposed and existing operations costs may reduce over time with operational cost savings
due to less water use (e.g. less chemical and energy consumption).
An allowance of $180,000/year was assumed for operating the water treatment plant.

FINA NC IA L R ESU LT S
The following are key observations based on the financial analysis::
•
•

•

•
The depreciation of the water treatment plant, new well and trunkmains noted above are not included in
the 10 year timeframe as significant costs associated with staff time, treatment system calibration, capital
investments, training and other expenses will be experienced in the first few years of operation. As well,
significant capital investments into those long-lived assets are not expected in the couple of years following
commissioning. However, the addition of those capital asset should be incorporated into the longer-term
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•

The City has reserves in place that will help make the investments affordable. However, senior
government grants have been included to help provide that affordability.
The reserves are being drawn down in the beginning years. This is reasonable as significant
investments are being made in capital assets. In the latter half of the period the reserves continue to
reduce, with some of the costs coming from operations and maintenance costs as well as the water
treatment plant 20 year loan payment.
It is recommended that the City consider water rate increases to provide sutainable funding. However,
any adjustments (excluding inflation) are not required in the next 5 years. The increased costs could
be tied more to the timing of water treatment plant investments and related operations cost increases.
The City could consider making rate adjustments sooner to address inflation and partially tie to
the shift toward universal water metering and partially to help lessen the rate of change of costs to
customers, but that is a business decision for the City to consider.
If the rate increase occurs in 5 years it is recommended that a revenue increase in the order of
$600,000 plus inflation be sought – associated with a Water Utility Services Fees and Charges
increase of approximately 25%.

It is essential to note the financial
model does not include inflation. It is
recommended the City plan on tying
rate increases to offset inflation as
these are real costs (energy, labour
and material) associated with the
Water Utility. It is noted that the City
does have reserves accumulated to
help offset the immediate need to
account for inflation. However, by
not updating practices to account for
inflation in the coming years the City
may need to increase rates more
substantially to manage costs.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

WAT E R C O N S E RVAT I O N A N D M E T E R I N G
The City acknowledges that reducing water use will provide the following significant benefits:

The Strategy outlines an investment plan that considers investments in the next 20 years that will allow the
City to provide water to the community in a sustainable manner. The City can do so by achieving:

•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

Compliance with current provincial drinking water legislation and policies
Adequate capacity to meet customer demands
An appropriate level of service to all existing customers
A funding approach that is equitable to current and future users

The following tasks are identified to help support implementation to provide full value to the Strategy.
P rop os e
Infr a s t r u c t u r e
Imp rove me nt s

Reduce energy and chemical costs
Reductions in treatment plant capital costs
Promote stewardship of a valuable resource, which will extend the period before a future water
supply source will be required

The City has worked in partnership with the Cariboo Chilcotin Conservation Society with favourable results
in encouraging water conservation. The City has noted, and the business case analysis has shown, that
full water metering will likely be necessary to reduce water demands in a meaningful way, with additional
activities further aiding in conserving water.
The following figure presents the proposed staged approach related to advancing water conservation
measures in support of the existing community water conservation program.

I d e nti f y
Fi na n c i a l
Ap p ro a c h

Iden tif y Fin an cial A pproach

Assess
Need

Wa t e r
M a na g e me nt
St r a t e g y

Outl i n e
Im p l em en ta ti o n
A c ti o n s

C i t y seeki n g gran t for
wa ter m eters

Con tin ue with Cit y Leak
D etec tion an d R epair Program

In sta l l wa ter meters

SUBSEQUENT TESTING AND DESIGN
Additional investigation and design work is needed to advance the proposed water treatment improvements.
A brief list of the anticipated implementation steps that correspond with the Capital Plan includes:

Im p l em en t metered
wa ter rates

1.

U n d er ta ke rev iew of
m eter ed data

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Apply for funding for water meters (2019) and treatment plant improvements as appropriate grant
programs arise
Continue to work with the Province regarding water well licensing, with the understanding that if water
licensing expectations are more demanding it may delay the investment in a new drinking water well
Prepare conceptual design of treatment plant and continue water quality testing
Undertake pilot testing, confirm scope, timing and budget
Complete predesign, including field investigations and environmental review
Complete detailed design and tendering
Apply for required permits and approvals
Construct and commission system, including uni-directional flushing
Operations and monitoring

The City should engage various agencies, such as Interior Health Authority, at each stage. It will be important
to stay apprised of current water quality guidelines and confirm treatment requirements, particularly given
the anticipated updates to the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality for manganese. The City
should also plan for providing specific staff members training for certification to operate the treatment plant.

Rev i ew use a C i t y site an d
hi g h wa ter use facilities

Con tin ue with public
en gagemen t an d
education process to
suppor t implemen tation
of con serv ation
measures

In ven to r y o n c e - thro u gh coolin g
un i ts ( D eter m i n e i f impac t is
wo r th y o f r estr i c tion s)

Of f er wa ter sa v i ng kits an d
r eb a te p ro gram

C o n si d er Water R euse (D ue to high cost, con sider this
step o n l y i f all above steps have been implemen ted an d
a d dition al water sav in gs are n eeded)

WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

E N GAG E W I T H S E N I O R G OV E R N M E N T S
Securing senior government grants to help fund the water meters and treatment plant would have a
dramatic impact on affordability of the overall Strategy. It is recommended that the City be proactive in
making application for funding (such as the application the City has made to seek funding for water meters
from the Rural and Northern Communities grant program) and engage with senior government officials to
promote the City’s commitment to sustainably operating and funding the Water Utility and the impact and
the risks if funding is not secured.
C O N S I D E R P R O P O S E D R E V E N U E I N C R E AS E S
This Strategy outlines operations and capital investments that support providing customers safe, reliable
drinking water. It also identifies that recommended investments cannot be afforded in the longer-term
based on the current Water Utility revenue, even if senior government grants are secured for water meters
and the proposed water treatment plant.

U P DAT E BY L A W S
The implementation of the Strategy relies on City direction and the policies and bylaws that promote and
enforce that direction. The following are key documents that could be updated to help support objectives
outlined in this Strategy.

WAT E R WO R KS BY L AW
•
•

Financial analysis indicates that rate increases can be phased in to help minimize the impact on customers.
However, delaying the revenue increases will result in delays in recommended capital investments and add
operations tasks to manage infrastructure that starts to fail.
It is recommended the City adopt the revenue increases presented in this Strategy with consideration for
how to best phase in the increases.

CAPITAL COSTS

OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE
COSTS

TOTAL
LIFECYCLE
COSTS

Fortunately, the City has been proactive in managing the Utility’s finances and has established reserves to
help fund major projects. Therefore, the need to increase rates can be delayed for a couple years and can
tie into the shift towards volumetric water rates for all customers and the implementation of water treatment.
This delay allows the City to include the rate increases within the public communications program so
that changes can be done with the community having the chance to understand the need for additional
investment.

P R OM O T E S T E WA R D S H I P O F T H E W I L L I A M S L A K E WAT E R S H E D
Williams Lake Aquifer is influenced by the lake water quality. It is suggested the City continue to participate
in watershed management. Advancing this process involves engaging with a variety of stakeholders
to promote responsible watershed stewardship as the San Jose Watershed extends beyond the City’s
jurisdiction. A stakeholder working group was struck approximately 8 years ago to promote stewardship
and coordination to help manage the watershed. The City may need to take a leadership role to continue
the process, but the community has a vested interest in protecting the water quality.
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This Bylaw is essential to operations and financing of the Water Utility
The Bylaw already includes provisions for water meters and volumetric charges, but the
details and costs will need to be adjusted as part of universal water metering to ensure
that appropriate and equitable rates are established

WAT E R CO N S E R VAT I O N BY L AW
•
•
•

The City already enforces sprinkler restrictions
Some senior government grant funding applications are currently requesting a Council
endorsed Water Conservation Bylaw in support of drinking water projects
It is recommended that the water conservation planning information developed as part
of the Strategy be packaged in a Conservation Plan for City Council consideration and
endorsement so that an updated version can be included in grant applications

D E V E LO P M E N T CO ST C H A R AG E BY L AW
•
•

This Bylaw was updated in 2017, before developing the Water Management Strategy
The next bylaw update should incorporate updated costs for the water treatment plant

ASS E T M A N AG E M E N T P O L I C I E S A N D A N A LYS I S
•
•

This Strategy supports asset management practices
Some analysis has been completed for some types of infrastructure, but there is value in
tying it together in an overall capital planning and investment approach
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FINAL REMARKS
Key Findings
A well-defined approach is essential to maximize the benefit of expenditures on capital infrastructure
projects and the ongoing work to operate the water system. The City acknowledges that a proactive
approach is essential. Sustainable water use will protect the aquifer so that it can remain as the City’s
water source. The City’s ongoing Investments in well, treatment and distribution system upgrades will
ensure that clean drinking water can continue to be provided to the community. Engaging in specific water
quality analysis and watershed stewardship practices will help to understand the long-term source water
conditions.
Infrastructure funding can be challenging because funds are finite. Without adequate justification and
adequate funding, projects can remain on the sideline indefinitely. Understanding the broader perspective
of the water supply strategy and the detailed results of engineering analysis results in tangible and
defensible justification for funding.
The City must be mindful when establishing annual budgets to ensure that long term water supply, treatment
and distribution investment needs are considered and affordable. However, the City is also in an enviable
position to be able to fund expected capital investments in the water system without needing to impose
significant utility rate increases in the short-term.

Based on the technical information from Piteau regarding the aquifer’s capacity
and proposed conservation measures, the City can continue to draw from the
Williams Lake Aquifer to meet the community’s potable water and industrial
water demands for at least the next 20 years, depending on community
growth and major water use demands. It is assumed that the ongoing technical
work by Piteau regarding environmental review and groundwater extraction
licensing is acceptable and will be approved by senior government to support

Should a second water source be needed in the long-term, as the aquifer’s
withdrawal capacity is being reached, then drawing surface water from
Williams Lake at this stage is the most viable secondary supply option.

The aquifer’s water quality is influenced by the lake’s water quality, so working
in partnership with watershed stakeholders could have a benefit on water
quality.

Groundwater treatment requirements have been identified, with ongoing water
monitoring and pilot testing being noted to help refine final process needs.

Water conservation is an important part of the Strategy, with universal water
metering being a recommended component of that process.

The City has been proactive in managing the Utility ’s finances and has
established reserves to help fund major projects. Therefore, the need to
increase rates can be delayed to tie into the shift towards volumetric water
rates for all customers and the implementation of water treatment.
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